(395) but the work of decolonization is political and disruptive, challenging worldviews and systems of power such as white privilege.
This use of storytelling to construct a didactic programme raises questions in tandem with my own study: whether literary indigenous stories across the Pacific share similar 'didactic' (or custodial) imperatives; whether and why this commitment might indeed be perceived as intrusive or disruptive by some readers; and how readers, and indeed editors, might hear the 'difference' in these voices.
The question of the didactic
To begin with the first question, although almost all art has often unstated didactic purposes including carrying the accumulated knowledge and values of the group, it does seem to be the case that Pacific writers are particularly aware of the political purposes of their storytelling. Marjery Fee, who teaches Aboriginal, Canadian and post-colonial literatures at University of British Columbia, describes the aboriginal discursive construction of their cultures as at once a universal and a specific practice. What unites Indigenous writers across cultures, in the present, she observes, is the threat posed by the totalizing monoculture of capitalist development, the desire to valorize their cultures and to promote Indigenous political control of their own institutions, territories and social practices. Or in a literary image developed in the novel, Baby-No-Eyes (1998) by New Zealand Māori writer, Patricia Grace, this is the protagonist Kura unwrapping the layers from around the ball inside herself to find the things missing from her identity that may have been a factor in the death of Shane, an acculturated family member; Kura attempting to return to the 'good' person she was born to be.
Critics and editors, most often of European origin, may hone in sympathetically on many of these purposes: Australian academic and critic, Carole Ferrier, contends, for example, that there is 'a substantial and eager audience' for the recovery of lost cultural memory -a readership expecting 'truth effects' and demanding 'to find out why and what we were not told ' (Ferrier, 38) . For Ferrier, this was one factor in keeping the earlier wave Aboriginal writing predominantly realist in mode. From Ruby Langford Ginibi's Don't Take your Love to Town (1988) , to Nugi Garimara/Doris Pilkington's Follow the Rabbit-Proof Fence (2003) , these histories of violence, dispossession and the breaking up of Aboriginal families, she observes, are predominantly read as documentation or autobiography. The deceptively simple and limpidly accessible fiction of Patricia Grace has most often been characterized in similar communal
